The Boys in Blue: Shanghai Captive of Empire
Shanghai Municipal Police Constable T. R. Francis

Captive of Empire
T.R.
What drove Thomas Robert Francis (T.R.) from his London family home to ʻSin Cityʼ Shanghai China - where sudden death was always omnipresent?
Thomas Frederick and Harriet Amelia Francis (nee Humphries)
were married in 1893 in Fulham. He was a gardner and Harriet
was in service. The Humphries were all housekeepers and the
Francis family expanded with Harriet bearing three girls, Gertrude
May Amelia, Ethel and Helen and two boys Thomas Robert and
Frederick Henry. To all account it was a typical Victorian London
family of the times.
T.R. (rear right) seemed to be a dapper and good looking
young lad. He became friendly with the children of the
Sainsbury family possibly through the Humphriesʼ relatives
who were housekeepers and worked for some well known
families. He apparently received some gifts now and then
from the Sainsbury family in the form of clothes. John James
Sainsbury (1844-1928) founded the Sainsbury supermarket
chain. The Sainsbury family and children were clearly not
short of a bob or two.
Perhaps after rubbing shoulders with the Sainsbury youngsters T.R. may have left him
more acutely aware of his own social status? As a young fellow he seemed to be a
restless soul and the friendship between the Sainsbury siblings may have left him feeling

less secure financially? In a letter to his mother from Shanghai some years later he
admitted that he was afraid of poverty.
A Rolling Stone
T.R. might have been too young to actually participate in the
trench warfare horrors of the Somme 1914-18 World War in
Europe. It is just as well! It is believed he was a member of the
Kings Royal Rifles and posted in Cologne after the war. After the
carnage on the front Prime MInister Lloyd George touted that
Englandʼs immediate post war years was ʻa land fit for heroes to
live inʼ but the ecstasy evaporated after a short economic Indian
Summer as by 1921 2,000,000 people were left unemployed and their families in bad
straights. It is a matter of record that T.R. became the orderly of General T.L.N. Morland an
army veteran of WW I of the Kings Royal Rifles and GOC Aldershot in 1922-1923. General
Morland retired in 1923 and died in 1925.
Whether driven by a natural stirring within his youthful restless breast and scanning his
horizon or face a penurious existence among the unemployed and broken demobolised
soldiers in England we found T.R. in Rhodesia of all places as a member of the South
Africa Police Force. Unfortunately in 1922 the WW I post economic depression followed
him to South Africa. (Photos of T.R. in Rhodesia below)

Whether due to the uncertainty of political independence rumbles in South Africa or
staying with the unknown in a foreign land at 24 years of age T.R. decided to return to
England and joined the Metropolitan Police Force on 21 July 1924. He was posted to M
Division (Southwark). The morale of the Metropolitan force had not been particularly good
for sometime as the pay and conditions were always a matter of disagreement between
the local authorities and the government. Whether due to an inadequate salary or
conditions of service was insufficiently conducive to a longer term future in the
Met so he resigned on 23 August 1926 to take up an appointment as a police
constable in the Shanghai possibly with better prospects and a little adventure
to boot after his earlier African frolic.
Shanghai
Shanghaiʼs geographical position at the entrance to the corridor of
the Yangtze River and near to ocean blue water made it an ideal
port location to serve the extensive
hinterland and conducive to international
trade. Trade aided the quickening industrial
transition of Shanghai and created
population growth and with it wealth for some.
However, working conditions in industry were pitiful as very young
children and women were employed in hazardous industries.

Secret societies and organized gangs festered along the trade corridors particularly opium
smuggling. In turn, it fostered crime. The wretched poor classes of which were among the
majority were no doubt forced to resort to crime in order to simply survive. The result was
that Shanghai as a city was pump primed for crime and corruption of an international
character and scale. Dark forces coexisted with ordinary civil Shanghai society.
Shanghai Municipal Police
Shanghaiʼs three Concession zones were controlled by the British, the French, and the
United States (as well as the Chinese parts of the city), and each of these areas had its
own system of police enforcement, law, and administration. The Shanghai Municipal Police
(SMP) was the law enforcement agency responsible for policing the mainly British-run
International Settlement founded in 1854, and enforced the law in that part of the city until
1943.
The first detachment of men was recruited from Hong Kong. Later groups of men were
recruited from the Royal Irish Constabulary, London's Metropolitan Police, and from the
British military presence in Shanghai. Eventually a recruitment structure was formalized
through the London Council's agents, John Pook & Co., and a steady stream of young
British men were recruited to serve in Shanghai.
T.R. was among a batch of 26 men
who were recruited by John Pook &
Co. in April 1926 who embarked in
London on 26 August 1926 for
Shanghai on the P&O steamer
“Khyber” leaving his girlfriend Peggie
behind. Among four of the passengers
were Mr. & Mrs. Lilley and their two
children from Birkenhead. Chas .Harrison Lilley joined the SMP in
1908 and was probably returning to Shanghai after leave. He left the
force in 1931.
Some weeks later T.R. found himself steaming up the muddy coloured Whangpu River to
the dock side to mingle among the kaleidoscope of opium traders, prostitutes, spies,
drones, smugglers, kidnappers, scumbags, robbers, extortionists, drug traffickers and
British imperial diaspora carrying their original customs, tastes, prejudices and vices and
every form of rampant illegal trade giving the city its infamous image of decadence and
title “ Sin City.” It was a far cry from the tourist media image of The Pearl of the Orient. Our
intrepid T.R. signed on to the Shanghai Municipal Police as a constable (patrolman - san
bu). He must have been an ideal recruit. He was used to strict discipline, smart turnout and
clean looking, familiar with fire arms, police regulations and practice and police culture. He
faced new and strange odours like opium and the famous ʻstinky bean curdʼ, wealth and
grinding poverty shoulder by shoulder.
TR SMP Duties Commence
T.R. undertook his oath of office on 1 September and his official duties commenced in
October 1926. The SMP was an international force; among its ranks were Chinese,
English, Irish, Japanese, Russians, Scots, Sikhs, and a sprinkling of Americans,
Australians, Austrians, Germans, Swedes, and others. However, the majority of the upper
ranks were British, and most of the foot constables were Chinese. By 1936, the last year of

near-normal peacetime policing, the force totaled 4,739 men with 3,466 in the Chinese
Branch, 457 in the Foreign Branch (mostly British), 558 in the Sikh Branch, and 258 in the
Japanese Branch.
The SMP force was mostly engaged in routine urban policing,
keeping the streets safe and the traffic moving, but it was also
always seen as the Settlement's first line of defence against
Chinese nationalist activity. (T.R. photo left). After the failure of
the 1913 Second Revolution in China against the autocratic
presidency of Yuan Shikai, the settlement was increasingly
troubled by especially armed crime. In the aftermath of the
1926-27 Nationalist Revolution, the police force struggled to
contain a wave on wave of armed robberies and politically-motivated
kidnappings. Kidnapping was rife and a regular and popular ʻtradeʼ run by
the notorious Green Gang. Not just the wealthy were spirited away for
ransom but also very young boys ( ʻlfting rocks - ban shir touʼ ) were sold as
slaves and young girls ( ʻplucking mulberry leaves - (zhai sangyeʼ ) were
whisked away to the myriad brothels ending in an uncertain life.
One of the greatest ʻobstaclesʼ to law and order in Shanghai was the lack of a formal
police agency liaison system between the authorities of the three main concessions
( ʻspecial zones - (tebie quʼ ). Specialized criminal gangs who based themselves in one
concession all they had to do was to flip over the concession border and slip away before
a warrant could be executed and avoid arrest.
Off duty young T.R. out of choice could have found plenty of
female company from the many different international exotic
courtesan sirens (drinking girl companions - (sanpei xiojie) or
slinky paramours and taxi dancers on call. No doubt he may
have slipped over to the French quarter now and then where
one could always find some real action on the Rue Chu Pau
San or more familiarly known as ʻBlood Alleyʼ!
Horse racing was extremely popular among all classes and a
regular social event. All sports and clubs were available to the
more better heeled which left cricket and dog fighting sports for the
poor. The dreamers could always seek solace over their
misfortunes in a pot of opium.
Home & Away
On a cold 4th December 1926 T.R. wrote to his mother
saying he had been posted to Central Police Station and no
longer have to walk the four mile beat as before and only
has to visit the on duty Sikh and Chinese police officers. He
went on to say there is no real law and order in Shanghai as
in London. Life is simply regarded as being very cheap!
He went on to write that on joining the SMP he found that a tael was worth three shillings
and the exchange rate has now dropped to two shillings and five pence so his salary was
only just over four pounds a month. He seemed to be not much better off than before!

(Photos Shanghai Central Police Station and Sikh mounted police & post box & T.Rʼs
Shanghai life).

Original Letter dated 4.12.1926 follows:

Constable T.R. Francis (right) with a Detective (centre)

Path To Glory
T.R. was working through his promising first appointment when eleven months on from
writing to his mother in December 1926 the good life suddenly evaporated for the former
dapper young lad from Staines.
One Saturday on 26 November 1927 at about 12.30 p.m. four Chinese desperate armed
men three with pistols attempted to kidnap a wealthy Chinese compradore returning to his
home. The occupants in their car resisted. The chauffeur showing great presence raised
an alarm by blowing his police whistle scattering the kidnappers. An alert Chinese
constable gave chase after the assailants and open fired hitting one of the kidnappers.
In the following fire fight T.R. chased one kidnapper and loosed off a clip from his Colt .45
probably wounding another. The search continued for the villains. Diligently following up a
blood trail about an hour later together with P.C. Alfred Read from Sinza Police Station T.R.
approached a fugitive hiding in the cab of an old decrepit abandoned lorry. T.R. jumped
onto the back of the lorry and fearlessly closed in on the dangerous fugitive. The latter who
was able to fire at short range through an aperture at the cab hit T.R. fatally!

P.C. Read after seeing his partnerʼs fall he wriggled under the lorry and appeared at the
front and also took a hit but was still able to fire off some rounds hitting the perpetrator
hiding in the cab.
On Tuesday 29 January 1927 the Shanghai Sunday Times published the following press
article of the untimely death of Thomas Robert Francis and the heroic manner in tackling
the armed kidnappers and the wounded P.C. Read.

Shanghai Times Report
THE SHANGHAI SUNDAY TIMES, NOVEMBER 27, 1927.
CONSTABLE IS SHOT DEAD, ANOTHER WOUNDED IN BATTLE WITH KIDNAPPERS
DESPERATE AFFRAY IN SINZA DISTRICT, TAKES TERRIBLE TOLL AS BRAVE POLICE
IGNORE DANGER
TWO OF KIDNAPPING GANG KILLED
P. C Francis Dead and P. C. Read Wounded by Bandit Hiding In Motor Lorry; Attempt To
Carry Off Wealthy Chinese Led To Tragedy
Chinese desperadoes yesterday affixed a black climax to an extraordinary week of crime
by shooting and killing a foreign policeman, and wounding another foreign policeman and
a Chinese constable in one of the most dramatic encounters ever recorded in Shanghai
crime annals. Rounding up a gang of kidnappers whose coup had been frustrated in
Burkill Road, Police Constable T. R. Francis of Sinza station, was shot dead. Police
Constable Alfred Read, also of Sinza station, was shot in the stomach and taken to
hospital. Two of the kidnappers were also shot dead in the fight.
Unusual heroism in the face of the greatest danger marked the conduct of the two brave
policemen who, with a courage characteristic of the Municipal Police, fearlessly tackled the
armed kidnappers who reaped such a terrible toll.
Francis and Read, with other policemen from Sinza station, were scouring the district to
round up a gang of four kidnappers who had scattered when the attempted kidnapping in
Burkill Road failed. The two constables cornered one of the kidnappers in an empty
Chinese house at 241 Killing Road where a kidnapper, already wounded in street fighting
crouched in the driver's seat of an old, disused motor lorry being stored there.
Stalked Armed Men
As Francis, following a trail of blood from the kidnapper's wound, entered the place with
his automatic drawn, the kidnapper fired at him through the aperture behind the driver's
seat. Francis dropped dead instantly, shot through the heart. Read accompanied Francis,
but when heard the shot and saw his comrade fall, dropped to the floor and crawled on
hands and knees underneath the motor lorry.
Emerging from under the bonnet of the ramshackle vehicle, Read brought this own pistol
into play but as he emerged, the desperate kidnapper, saw him and fired, hitting him in the
stomach. Despite the pain of his wound, Constable Read fired with deliberation and
coolness which could have only one result.
Fight with the police.
Inspector Aiers, investigating the shooting, found the two policemen one lying dead, and
the other hunched up beside the car holding his hand to the wound in his stomach. An
examination of Constable Francis showed that he was dead: Read was immediately
rushed to the General Hospital where an operation was performed last night and the bullet
was extracted. His condition last night was stated to be good.

Police Constable Thomas Robert Francis was only 27 years of age and had been in the
Shanghai Municipal Police about a year. Before he arrived in Shanghai he was in "M"
division of the London Metropolitan Police, and also served in the British South African
Police. He was a Londoner by birth and had an excellent police record in Shanghai,
denoting bravery and initiative in a high degree. Only a few months ago he was
commended for his conduct.
The body of the brave constable was taken to the mortuary, and an inquest will be held
probably to-day.
Police Constable Read is also a young constable, arriving in Shanghai from England in
February of this year. He is a native of Nottingham, and before joining the Municipal Police
he was with the Royal Air Force.
The Funeral
Thomas Robert Francisʼs was buried at Bubbling Well Cemetery with full Police Honours
appropriate for a man who gave up his life in the line of duty and fearlessly.
The support and respect given to the heroic deceased police officer was simply
overwhelming. Here follows the funeral arrangements and list of wreaths. In the list was a
prominent wreath labelled “Mother”.
There is a buddhist saying: “To him whoever gives you a favour of a drop of water you
should pay a bubbling well in gratitude”. (If ever someone does you a favour you must pay
him back many times over).
Sinza Station.
FUNERAL OF POLICE CONSTABLE
Fitting Tribute to Constable Francis Who Died While on Duty in Shanghai
FULL ATTENDANCE OF ALL FORCES
The funeral service over the remains of the late Police Constable T. R. Francis, who was
shot and killed by an armed kidnapper last Saturday, was held yesterday at Bubbling Well
Cemetery, and was attended by several thousand persons. Comrades from Sinza Police
Station bore the coffin on their shoulders from the chapel to the graveside preceded by the
Very Rev. Dean. J.F. Symons, who conducted the short service both in the chapel and at
the grave. Capt. R. M J. Martin, Acting Commissioner of Police; was the chief mourner.
The heroic officer was accorded full police honours, while detachments of military forces in
Shanghai attended officially. There was a police firing party, deceased having resigned
from the Army several years ago. Whilst in active service it may be mentioned, he was
orderly to General Morland.
A Volunteer gun carriage with escort left the public mortuary at 2.30 o'clock and,
proceeded slowly along Malu, Honan and North Szechuen Roads to the Soochow Creek.
The Municipal Police flag was draped over the coffin and above it lay the deceased's cap
and baton, traffic in Szechuen and Nanking Roads was stopped while the cortege moved
along. Foreigners and Chinese alike paid solemn respect to the deceased whilst the van
passed the Cortege in Bubbling Well Road.

At the intersection of Bubbling Well Road with
Medhurst Road the chaplain party attached itself
to the procession. Following the mounted escort
the band of the 1st Battn. the Beds, and Herts.
played appropriate music, their drums being
muffled. Comm. Martin walked directly behind the
gun carriage which was escorted on either side by
the pallbearers.
Behind their superior marched other police
officers in full uniform, black belts, and swords.
Next in order were all uniformed foreigners not
actually on duty, then a detachment of Specials
under the command of Mr. W. J. Gande, Acting
Commissioner, and following them were
detachments of Japanese; Sikhs, and Chinese,
respectively. The detachment of French Police led
the other parties and were followed by unattached
military and naval officers. British sailors and
Royal Marines and a platoon of Beds, and Herts,
all available British military police and the
sergeants of the Green Howards, assumed
position in the order mentioned.
Marines under the command of Lieut. Bourne.
They were the only armed unit. Japanese Marines
were next, and members of the S.V.C., the Fire
Brigade, commanded by Capt. Read, and the French Fire Brigade brought up the rear.
At the Cemetery when the procession, reached the cemetery, the gun carriage halted
about 100 yards from the entrance, the police entering and forming lines on either side of
the pathway to the chapel. The Band drew up facing east, whilst the other military units
formed up and came to attention as the gun carriage drove into the cemetery. The U.S.
Marines presented arms.
Only a few civilian friends of the throng were able to hear the chapel service, at the
conclusion of which Chinese and Sikh police lined the route to the grave. Foreigners
followed, each bearing a wreath. Sergeants carried military wreaths.
The final ceremony was touching indeed, and there were few eyes which did not well with
tears. The grave filled, comrades and friends heaped wreaths higher than a man's head. A
photograph will be taken to be sent to deceased's mother, who lives in Southfield, London.
Among those seen at the grave, other than police, officers, were Messrs. A.D. Bell, W.R.
McBain, K. Fukushima, V.G. Lyman (Shanghai Municipal Council), Captain J. Harvey,
Assistant Provost Marshal, Major Hilton-Johnson, Col. W.L.F. Gordon, and Messrs. C.W.
Hampson and R. Grimshaw, representing the Shanghai Football Association.
Among. those who sent wreaths were the following:-

Sinza Station; Russian Constables; Chinese Police Sinza Station; Tsen Jen Foong and
Kyung Bung-wei; Shanghai Fire Brigade; French Municipal Police; United Services
Association; C.I.D.; Shanghai Municipal Council; Staff of P.W.D.;1st Battn. Green
Howards; Hongkew Police Station; W.O's and Sergeants; Senior Staff Municipal Gaol;
Louza Police Station Chinese Inspector and Sub-Inspectors; Mr. Gordon Morris C.I.D.
Bubbling Well; Harbin Road Foreign Staff; Tom Aiers; Trooper-Sergeant Bloomfield; Miss
E. H. Banner; Sikh Branch; West Hongkew Police Station; Sikh Branch Sinza; Members
1st Battn. Beds and Herts Band. Chief Inspector and Mrs. Aiers; Ying Zoong loong;
Japanese Members S.M.P.; Inspector and Mrs. Higgs; Chinese Uniform Branch Sinza First
Watch; Deputy Asst. Provost Marshal Officers Commanding; W. O.'s and N. C. O's of the
Provost Company North China Command; Sinza Chinese Uniform Branch Second Watch;
D. Chelmis Clerical Staff General Office Sinza Station; Dr. T. Kawabata, Inspector and
Mrs. Mills; Capt. C. Matsumoto, (0. C. Japanese Naval Landing Party); Foreign Staff
Riverside Power Station; All Ranks Shanghai Defence Force;
L. Woollen and D. Rose Bubbling Well Station; Foreign Constables Sinza Station; Mr. &
Mrs. W. R. McBain Central Station; Capt. E.I.M. Barrett; Mr. H. P. Bourke Foreign Staff
Headquarters; Foreign Staff Provisional Court; Sinza Police Station; Foreign and
Japanese Branches Wayside Station; Messrs. Atkinson and Dallas; Detectives West
Hongkew Officers S.M.P; Sergeants Mess Royal Signals; Foreign Branch Pootong Road
Station; Members Recreation GE; A.L. Anderson Shanghai Coal Briquette Company,
"Mother," (Photo PC Read and police colleagues below)

Lost Souls
Bubbling Well (Yong Quan) dates from the third century. The Cemetery
was opened in 1898 situated at the Ave. Haig intersection and closed in
1951. In1953-54 the cemetery was reclaimed for redevelopment. The
graves were removed to Dazang 大场公墓 cemetery (International
Cemetery Hongqiao). In the process of removal of the military graves the
Chinese authorities deliberately obliterated all details other than the names. The present
Jingʼan Park occupies the site (Below).

Constable Thomas Robert Francis was awarded the Shanghai Police Distinguished
Conduct Medal (1st Class) Posthumously. (Medal Silver 36mm Ribbon: Red with a
central blue stripe 1st class obverse arms of the Municipality)

Epitaph
Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.
St. John XV:13
Benediction
Cornish Benediction
Deep Peace of the Running Wave to you
Deep Peace of the Flowing Air to you
Deep Peace of the Quiet Earth to you
Deep Peace of the Shining Stars to you
Deep Peace of the Son of Peace to yo

Omnia Juncta In Uno - All Joined As One

Dedicated To Veronica
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“Sergeant When constabulary dutyʼs to be done A policemanʼs lot is not a happy one.”
(

END
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